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Team coordination is a process that involves the use of strategies and patterns of behavior aimed to integrate actions, knowledge and goals of interdependent members, in order to achieve common goals. Coordination ensures that a team functions as a unitary whole, and is identified as a key process to understanding work team effectiveness.

To explain how teams coordinate, research has traditionally focused on explicit coordination, including planning and communication as basic coordination mechanisms. Recent work complements our understanding of the process with the concept of implicit coordination that takes place when team members anticipate the actions and needs of their peers and task requirements, and dynamically adapt their behavior without having to communicate with each other or to plan ahead.

The objective of this paper is to review the main studies on both explicit and implicit team coordination in an integrative and synthetic way. To do so, we examine the role of different antecedents and concurrent team processes that modulate the effects of coordination on team effectiveness. Additionally, we discuss the contributions of team coordination research to the development of assessment methods and interventions in work teams, as well as their practical implications for professional practice.
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The success of the latest organ transplants performed in the Spanish National Health System and the lives of those patients who underwent them have depended on the coordination among the professionals who formed part of the surgical team. Likewise, hundreds of annual interventions conducted by firefighter teams (e.g., traffic accidents, fires) owe their success to the team’s ability to carry out their job in an integrated manner. Without referring to extreme situations, the truth is that the part of our daily activity that occurs in teams owes its effectiveness to a great extent to the degree in which the coordination among team members is adequate, from meetings where we are all on the same page, finishing at the planned time and with all agenda items dealt with appropriately to carrying out a project on short notice, where each one does what is convenient, even to that feeling of having played well when we play our weekly basketball, soccer or beach volleyball game with our team of friends.
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Team coordination is an emergent phenomenon that implies the use of strategies and behavior patterns directed toward the integration and alignment of actions, knowledge and objectives of interdependent members with the aim of achieving common goals (Malone and Crowston, 1994). Most effectiveness models of work teams based on “Input-Process-Output” identify coordination as a key process for team effectiveness (e.g., Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp and Gilson, 2008). Coordination ensures the functioning of a team as a unitary whole (van de Ven, Delbecq and Koening, 1976). When a team achieves a high level of coordination, all its members’ work contributes to the results. However, when coordination is deficient, the consequent process losses worsen the outcomes.

The scientific literature offers different approaches to explain team coordination. Traditionally, research has focused on planning and communication as the basic coordination mechanisms. Both mechanisms represent examples of explicit coordination given that team members intentionally use these to handle their multiple interdependencies (Espinosa, Lerch and Kraut, 2004; Malone and Crowston, 1994).

Recently, it has been argued that explicit coordination offers a relatively static image of team coordination. Traditionally, research has focused on planning and communication as the basic coordination mechanisms. Both mechanisms represent examples of explicit coordination given that team members intentionally use these to handle their multiple interdependencies (Espinosa, Lerch and Kraut, 2004; Malone and Crowston, 1994).

Explicit Coordination

Since the fifties, explicit coordination has been an object of interest for team and organizational researchers. Explicit coordination is defined as the explicit use of different processes that allow different team members to manage their multiple interdependencies (Espinosa et al., 2004; Malone and Crowston, 1994).

Recently, it has been argued that explicit coordination offers a relatively static image of team coordination. Traditionally, research has focused on planning and communication as the basic coordination mechanisms. Both mechanisms represent examples of explicit coordination given that team members intentionally use these to handle their multiple interdependencies (Espinosa et al., 2004; Malone and Crowston, 1994).

Coordination based on planning, also known as programming (March and Simon, 1958), impersonal coordination or administrative coordination, makes reference to the group of practices and mechanisms that a team uses to manage the most stable and predictable aspects of its activity. Coordinate coordination takes place when team members anticipate the actions and needs of their colleagues as well as the task demands and dynamically adapt their behavior without having to communicate directly among themselves or establish an explicit plan of action (Cannon-Bowers, Salas and Converse, 1993; Espinosa et al., 2004; Wittembaum, Stasser and Merry, 1996).

The objective of the present article is to offer a comprehensive review of the main studies on team work coordination from an explicit and an implicit perspective. With this aim, we have organized the article in three main sections. First, the implicit and explicit coordination processes are analyzed focusing on their joint consideration for the proper understanding of team effectiveness. We then review the latest research proposals in the field, identifying antecedents as well as different concurrent team processes that modulate the effects of coordination on team effectiveness. Additionally, we highlight some contributions from the study of coordination for team evaluation and intervention. Finally, the implications of this research field for professional practice are discussed.

Focusing in this way on team coordination and its relationship with effectiveness, we intend to bring its study to all those people who work in teams, manage teams or are simply interested in them. Likewise, we will ultimately facilitate the transference of knowledge for professional application and offer opportunities to continue useful research in practice.

EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT COORDINATION IN WORK TEAMS

Through coordination processes, teams seek to manage the multiple interdependencies that exist among their members when performing their task. As previously mentioned, the literature has distinguished between explicit and implicit coordination processes.

Explicit Coordination

Since the fifties, explicit coordination has been an object of interest for team and organizational researchers. Explicit coordination is defined as the explicit use of different processes that allow different team members to manage their multiple interdependencies (Espinosa et al., 2004). Studies to this respect have identified two basic processes: planning and certain types of communication.

Coordination based on planning, also known as programming (March and Simon, 1958), impersonal coordination or administrative coordination, makes reference to the group of practices and mechanisms that a team uses to manage the most stable and predictable aspects of its activity. Among the most popular mechanisms, we find process maps for the articulation of plans and the definition of responsibilities, agendas, manuals, bubble maps for meeting management and the negotiation of execution times.

On its part, coordination based on communication implies feedback (March and Simon, 1958) and personal coordination processes (van de Ven et al., 1976), and includes the exchange of information between two or more team members through formal, informal, oral, or written transactions, with the aim of integrating their
respective contributions (Kraut and Streeter, 1995). Explicit coordination based on communication (e.g., coordination by feedback) is present in situations that require the adjustment of plans or a response to unexpected aspects of the job (March and Simon, 1958). These communications can occur at an interpersonal or inter-group level (Espinosa et al., 2004), and be formal or informal. In fact, some studies show how teams coordinate through formal communications at work meetings and informally at rest areas, such as halls (Kraut and Streeter, 1995).

**Implicit Coordination**

Implicit coordination represents a team’s ability to act together by predicting the needs of the task and of their teammates and the consequent behavior adjustment without the need for direct communication among team members (Espinosa et al., 2004; MacMillan, Entin and Serfaty, 2004; Wittembaum et al., 1996).

Explicit and implicit coordination patterns differ in their underlying mechanisms. Implicit coordination is characterized by the following behaviors: 1) providing relevant information, knowledge or feedback to other team members without previous request; 2) sharing the work load or helping a coworker in a proactive manner; 3) monitoring activity progress and teammates’ performances; and 4) adapting one’s behavior to the actions expected by others (e.g., Entin and Serfaty, 1999; MacMillan, Paley, Entin and Entin, 2004; Wittembaum et al., 1996).

In considering these behaviors jointly, Rico et al. (2008) have distinguished two basic components in implicit coordination: 1) the anticipation that is revealed in the expectancies and predictions formulated by team members relevant to the task, actions and needs of others; and 2) the dynamic adjustment observed in the actions that team members continuously adapt to mutually adapt their behavior. Let us consider a team of firefighters trying to extinguish a fire in a building, for example. When one of the firefighters unfurls the hose along the stairs, he/she observes that the couplings used to connect the lengths of fire hose could get stuck in the stair handrails or in the corners preventing the fire hose from being extended to the line of fire. In anticipation of this possible problem, the firefighter who prepares the fire hoses estimates the length of hose that his/her coworkers nearest to the fire will need and connects the couplings in safe places that will avoid the problem. Although the firefighters do not explicitly discuss or request this action, it allows the fire to be controlled without risking their lives.

The literature on team cognition suggests that the two components that form the core of implicit coordination have their roots in team knowledge structures (e.g., shared mental models; Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). Consequently, knowledge about the nature and role of these structures is required for the understanding of implicit coordination. We are specifically referring to team mental models and team situational models.

Most of the approaches to team knowledge have been based on the team mental models (TMMs) construct (Mohammed, Ferzandi and Hamilton, 2010). Team mental models are stable representations at the team level, which include key knowledge for work related to the team (e.g., member roles) as well as to the task (e.g., typical strategies). Team mental models are essential for effective coordination (Mohammed et al., 2010). However, to understand how the team generates explicit and implicit coordination patterns, the consideration of other knowledge structures of a dynamic character that emerge during team performance is needed.

The concept of team situation models (TSMs) has been proposed to distinguish stable from dynamic knowledge structures (MacMillan et al. 2004). A TSM is a mental representation associated with a dynamic understanding of the team’s situation developed by its members in real time (e.g., the understanding of a financial problem affecting a business client by a consulting team during a meeting). Generating an appropriate TSM implies activating and using long-term knowledge (e.g., general knowledge about corporate affairs and finances; Cooke, Salas, Kiekel and Bell, 2004).

It is convenient to clarify that implicit coordination is the process by which team members’ behaviors are coordinated in the absence of open communication, whereas TMMs and TSMs are knowledge structures at the team level that facilitate said behaviors. For example, during a match, the players in a soccer team develop a TSM regarding the opponent’s playing strategy (“our opponent is using attacking strategy”), using for this, the knowledge accumulated in their team mental models (TMMs). This TSM leads the team to select a counterattack strategy that allows the defense and midfield players to
predict the centered passes that the players need in the line of attack.

**IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT COORDINATION MECHANISMS INTERACTION**

Implicit and explicit coordination patterns intervene jointly to align the multiple interdependencies of a team. Both types of coordination occur dynamically as a function of different antecedent and process variables (Rico, Gibson, Sánchez-Manzanares and Clark, 2009).

The growing interest for the interaction of explicit and implicit coordination is due to the necessity of a better understanding of how teams adapt to changing and complex situations (Burke, Stagl, Salas, Pierce and Kendall, 2006; LePine, 2005). Recent studies with teams of anesthesiologists and pilots indicate that coordination mechanisms adapt to situational demands (Manser, Howard and Gaba, 2008; Grote, Kolbe, Zala-Mezö, Bienefeld-Sealla and Künzle, 2009). The results show that explicit coordination increases in unexpected situations or with high interdependency levels, which increases group efficacy. Nevertheless, the analysis of coordination sequences in high-performance teams shows a clear balance between implicit and explicit processes, indicating that the shared representation of the situation on the part of the team is determinant for its successful coordination.

These results suggest the need of having theoretical models to explain the relationship between explicit and implicit coordination with a view to maximizing team performance in different circumstances. In this regard, Rico et al. (2009) have proposed a multiphasic model to understand how both types of coordination interact according to the different phases in which a team performs its activity. The model considers that work teams undergo transition and action phases across which they perform different tasks at the same time (Marks, Mathieu and Zaccaro, 2001). The transition phases previous to the action have a marked planning and communication component given that in these the basis for later execution are set, establishing plans and generating strategies that will allow the team to deal with the task. The action phases describe those moments when the team performs its task, whether it be designing a new computer program, extinguishing a fire, playing the European soccer championship final, performing a surgical intervention or carrying out a selection process for a company. Finally, the post-action transition phases involve those moments when the team reviews its performance, identifying aspects that they wish to keep and those that should be eliminated to improve future effectiveness.

The multiphasic model of implicit and explicit coordination processes interaction formulates differential predictions for each one of the transition and action phases (Rico et al., 2009). In short, the previous transition phase would be favorable to greater explicit coordination as opposed to the action phase, where, if the task and context conditions do not vary and the plan is useful, there should be a greater degree of implicit coordination. Finally, the post-action transition phase would be more involved in explicit coordination processes as its objective is to review the team’s previous performance. Nevertheless, a series of antecedent and process variables can affect these a priori estimated loads. As a result, there will be different combinations of explicit and implicit coordination processes that will affect team performance in the different transition and action phases as well as its global efficacy.

The model offers an important level of complexity and its detailed development exceeds the objective of this manuscript. However, its synthesis allows us to enlighten the reader about the ways in which different antecedents (e.g., team composition, task characteristics) and concurrent team processes (e.g., knowledge structures, crossed understanding, trust) shape the relationship between explicit and implicit coordination patterns and team effectiveness.

**Antecedents**

Antecedents refer to the different external (e.g., organizational culture) or internal team variables (e.g., team composition) that constitute part of the team’s resources to allow efficient functioning. Of all possible antecedents, we will focus on team longevity, knowledge diversity, team members’ dispositional characteristics, team structure and the characteristics of the task to be performed.

**Team longevity.** Defined as the amount of time that team members have been working together, it is a variable that determines to a great extent the convergence and precision of the TMMs (Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwing,
Salas and Cannon-Bowers, 2000; Rentsch and Woehr, 2004). It can be expected that as team longevity increases, implicit workload coordination during previous transition phases and the action itself will be higher due to the coworkers' greater experience together and the team work. This would liberate attentional resources in the team that would help improve its effectiveness. It is predictable that this effect would extend to the after-action transition phase. However, in this case, it would reduce team members' efforts in reviewing the actions performed, whether this is because of self-complacency or because of reinforcing old prejudices about team members' contributions.

Knowledge diversity refers to task-relevant knowledge distribution among team members (Jackson, Joshi and Erhardt, 2003). These differences in knowledge can affect team capacity to develop a shared model of the task or problem (Rico, Molleman, Sánchez-Manzanares and van der Vegt, 2007). Research indicates that diverse teams find more difficulties in integrating their distinct knowledge when trying to reach a consensus and solve problems (Gruenfeld, Mannix, Williams and Neale, 1996; Jackson et al., 2003). This is due to problems of mutual understanding, erroneous perceptions and difficulties in sharing information. Therefore, it can be expected that in both the transition and action phases cognitively diverse teams would use more mechanisms of explicit coordination to reach agreements about the process to follow, the performance of the task and the later review of its performance.

Dispositional characteristics. Among team members' dispositional characteristics, the level of conscientiousness stands out, which can cause explicit coordination in the transition phases to increase as it demands more details about team plans. Moreover, personal orientation toward collective objectives can have a differential influence on the explicit/implicit coordination workloads: orientation toward objectives as a learning process will increase the explicit workload especially during the action and post-action phases as it increases the disposition to request and use feedback to improve working skills (Hirst, van Knippenberg and Zhou, 2009). This effect is also predictable in the action phase, given that when faced with obstacles during the task, persons oriented toward the process tend to solve it by increasing their efforts to develop new skills (Dweck, 1999).

Task characteristics. One of the antecedents considered to be fundamental in the alternation of explicit/implicit coordination patterns is the routinary or novel character of the task. In those phases previous to the action that are routines, a greater implicit coordination load is expected. During the action phase, the presence of uncertain and changing conditions will force the team to modify established plans, increasing explicit coordination. Thus, studies conducted with action teams (emergency, police, pilots) indicate that implicit coordination allows performance without scares most of the time, except for when unexpected situations occur. In these circumstances, teams that increase explicit coordination are more effective than those who continue relying on implicit coordination (Edmonson, 2003; Xiao, Seagull, Mackenzie, Ziegart and Klein, 2003). Hence, the reduction of implicit coordination in favor of greater explicit coordination will improve team performance when it is faced with unexpected situations in action phases.

Concurrent team processes

Team processes are a set of psychosocial mechanisms that allow team members to combine available resources to carry out their group task. There are many distinct team processes that interact with coordination. Here, we highlight team knowledge structures, crossed understanding, reflexivity and trust.

Knowledge structures. There is ample research relating shared and accurate TMMs with team coordination and effectiveness (for a recent review, see Mohammed et al., 2010). Therefore, as previously suggested, the emergence of shared and accurate knowledge structures (TMMs and TSAs) among team members will promote especially implicit coordination processes which will facilitate team performance (Rico et al., 2008).

Team mental models become more refined with time through feedback processes that associate coordination patterns with results. Thus, team members find it increasingly easier to predict and adapt to their teammates' behavior, both in the transition and action phases.

In addition, the relationship between TMMs and TSAs in the action phases allows the understanding of the team adaptation process to the ensuing changes. The application of the knowledge structure approach and the
attrition theory (Durso, Rawson and Girotto, 2007; Leddo, Abelson and Gross, 1984) leads us to hypothesize that if there is an imbalance between the TMMs (our representation of what should be expected) generated during the previous transition phase and the TSAs (our representation of what is occurring) generated to understand what is happening during the action phase, the team levels of explicit coordination will increase (Rico et al., 2009). A recent field study clearly illustrates this phenomenon in firefighter and pilot teams (Rico and Sánchez-Manzanares, 2010).

Cross understanding, related with the emergence of TMMs, makes reference to the degree in which team members have an adequate understanding of the mental models of their teammates (Huber and Lewis, 2010). Cross understanding reduces the workload of explicit coordination, especially in the previous transition phase, given that with a better understanding of what colleagues know, believe or prefer, team members can predict the actions of others and coordinate efficiently (Sánchez-Manzanares, Lewis, Rico and Huber, 2010).

Team reflexivity. Defined as the degree to which teams reflect upon and modify their functioning (Schippers, Den Hartog and Koopman, 2007). It can be expected that greater reflexivity will increase the workload of explicit coordination in the transition phases, especially after the action (Rico, Schippers and Sánchez-Manzanares, 2010). The growing research on learning from experience (Ellis, Mendel and Nir, 2006) reveals the tendency of teams to quickly interpret their results as successes or failures. A greater reflexivity will intensify the necessity for interpretation, increasing team members’ efforts to review and discuss unlikely aspects of their performance, and therefore explicit coordination, in this phase (Rico et al., 2009).

Trust, defined as the propensity for being vulnerable to the actions of teammates (Mayer, Davis and Schoorman, 1995), is critical in collective tasks that involve risk, mutual dependence, and continuous adaptation. When team members trust each other, they perceive their interactions as safe. This increases motivation to participate in the team (Edmonson, 2003) and exchange relevant information regarding social and task-related aspects (Alper, Tjosvold and Law, 1998). This increased communication provides the team with a common information base, which will facilitate the emergence of shared and accurate TMMs (Rau, 2005).

From a longitudinal perspective it can be expected that in the first stages of team training, the development of trust will be associated to a greater workload of explicit coordination in the different transition and action phases. This will allow the generation of shared knowledge structures that will increase implicit coordination in the stages of greater team development.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY OF COORDINATION FOR THE EVALUATION OF WORK TEAMS

The conceptualizations revealed in this article provide some useful guidelines for the design of appropriate explicit and implicit coordination measures. The development of reliable and valid measures for these processes is essential for the advancement in the theoretical and applied approaches in this research field.

Measures based on team behavior constitute a good starting point for the evaluation of coordination patterns. Several indicators have been proposed based on prediction ratios that capture the degree to which team members predict their teammates needs (e.g., technical assistance, information; Levine and Choi, 2004). An alternative is to design scales with behavioral anchors that include descriptions of specific actions involved in explicit and implicit coordination (e.g., offer relevant information for the task to a colleague without previous request). These scales can be completed both by team members and by external raters (MacMillan, et al., 2004) and is the path being followed by the most recent studies (Sánchez-Manzanares, Rico, Gibson and Kearney, in press).

With respect to the measure of knowledge structures, so intimately linked to the differential emergence of explicit and implicit coordination patterns, it is convenient to highlight two aspects. First, the measures must capture the differential nature of TMMs and TSMs, which requires the evaluation of both the team’s stable knowledge and the activated knowledge in a specific situation to adaptively respond to problems. Team cognition researchers have begun to develop some promising alternatives to capture the most dynamic aspects of TSMs, such as the content analysis of communication protocols (Cooke et al., 2004) or the generation of conceptual matrices about situational elements (Hamilton, 2010). Second, the assessment of team cognitive structures must capture its convergent and accuracy dimensions. This will allow us to explore the
main and interactive effects of the different forms of team knowledge on coordination and performance. Recent studies approach this issue from a multidimensional perspective, offering useful guidelines for the development of convergent and reliable measures (Lim and Klein, 2006; Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Cannon-Bowers and Salas, 2005).

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
Despite the fact that the approach portrayed in this paper is at its initial stages of development, we can point out some relevant practical implications. A conclusion derived from our argumentation is that increasing work team effectiveness requires the development of adequate team knowledge structures. The question is which interventions may generate such knowledge structures.

An alternative is to design adequate team work structures to facilitate the creation of effective SMMs (Harris and Beyerlein, 2003). For instance, forming teams with highly diverse levels of knowledge can produce coordination problems, considering the members’ difficulties in aligning their different mental models. A plan for the gradual construction of compatible knowledge structures among team members may help prevent the risks associated with knowledge diversity. This recommendation becomes particularly useful for organizations that require teams with highly specialized and diverse knowledge, such as technological companies or professional services.

Moreover, cross-training (team members learn the roles played by their teammates), regular team debriefing sessions (e.g., the manager offers feedback to team members about their performance) and the use of certain collaborative technologies (e.g., repository of shared knowledge) could facilitate the formation of effective team knowledge structures (Cooke et al., 2004; Day, Gronn and Salas, 2004).

Also, ensuring a certain degree of continuity in team composition or in the group work experience will help team members to build and maintain shared mental models so as to use implicit coordination mechanisms more effectively (Levine and Choi, 2004).

Finally, this work contains some implications for team adaptability and flexibility. The model by Rico et al. (2009) suggests that explicit and implicit coordination patterns emerge under different conditions. Specifically, implicit coordination would benefit team performance in circumstances in which explicit coordination mechanisms (e.g., planning) would slow down team performance, such as in tasks with high levels of interdependence, virtuality or temporal pressure (Rico et al., 2008). If teams were trained in the identification of the task conditions surrounding their work, they would be better prepared for the strategic use of different types of coordination. For example, adaptability training (aimed at teams detecting the characteristics in a situation that require changes in their coping strategies, facilitating a dynamic adjustment when faced with unexpected changes), metacognitive training (aimed at increasing the awareness, comprehension and self-regulation of their own cognitive processes) and performance feedback are useful strategies to reinforce cognitive flexibility and the adaptability of teams (Day et al., 2004; Entin and Serfaty, 1999; Burke, et al., 2006).

CONCLUSION
This manuscript joins the renewed attention paid to coordination processes in the scope of work teams. We have argued how the joint analysis of implicit and explicit coordination mechanisms offers a more complete view of this key process in group effectiveness. It is likely that some of our reflections about interactions among the different coordination mechanisms and their relationships with different antecedent variables and other group processes have evoked more questions than answers. With this, we hope to stimulate the debate among researchers and professionals in the field. In any case, the joint and longitudinal analysis of the coordination processes that considers their antecedents as well as the cognitive and emotional processes they interact with represents a promising path to improving our understanding of the key mechanisms involved in team work effectiveness.
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